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FINDING out you need to wear
glasses when you’re young or
young at heart can be traumatic.

Not only does it mean a lifetime
commitment to optician
appointments and checks, but some
can find it embarrassing and daunting
facing friends with their new look.

So, we’ve teamed up with D Glick
Opticians, a Kodak Lens Vision
Centre in Wickford High Street,  to
help you work out the look and style
to suit your personality and lifestyle.

Derek Glick, who opened the
practice 45 years ago, says: “Finding a
frame which fits well and comfortably
is very important, but for the wearer
to be happy the frames should match
the person’s personality and enhance
their image.

“Firstly, we look at the function of
the glasses; what the person is going
to use them for. If they are constantly
on and off, they will need to be
robust, perhaps with good quality
sprung hinges. 

“Are the lenses deep enough – too
shallow and they might be difficult on
stairs, too deep and they might rub
on the cheeks or steam up.
Obviously, work and special hobbies
such as tennis, golf or snooker need
to be considered.

“Then we try and tune into frames
which match their sense of style and
persona,” he continues. “If someone
is a subdued dresser, initially we
would not show them very bright or
statement glasses, whereas a very
strong dresser might head for the
most striking of designs.”

Although they have a medical
aspect, with glasses playing an
important part in a person’s

appearance, they follow trends just
like other fashions. 

The recent revival of the classic
1960s styles has seen the look made
famous by Buddy Holly popular again
today.

Mr Glick said: “These photos
illustrate some of the most popular
retro shapes. We have designs which
suit different tastes and face shapes,
starting at really low prices,
deliberately affordable enough to buy
as an additional mood-changing or fun
pair.

“Modern manufacturing techniques
allow for laminating material to
produce some clever effects, like the
mix of tortoise shell colours or
laminating two colours. A person
with light colouration and dainty
features may look overpowered by a
totally heavy black frame, but by
producing the same shape in a two
layer material that effect is lightened. 

“The self-confidence people now
show allows them to experiment
with their appearance with these
interesting bolder designs.”

But, Mr Glick is keen to stress
patients need to strike the right
balance between functionality,
comfort and style. The strength,
weight and how well they stay in
place should all be considered, as well
as the style.

He said: “It’s about bringing
function and style and the person’s
needs together. It’s no good spending
lots of money on glasses which look
great, but do not do what they are
meant to do. We pride ourselves on
having experienced professionals
whose purpose is to guide patients in
what they need and what suits them.”

Contact D Glick Opticians on
01268 734560 to make an
appointment. The practice is open
until 7.30pm on Tuesdays.

Discover your ‘specs style’

Fans of Superman may recognise the frames on the left as the
ladies’ version of Clark Kent’s favourite metal and plastic specs. The
metal front looks lighter, but the plastic top can add colour or a stronger look
to the browline. The lightweight library frame on the right offers a
comfortable and practical shape with a high wide bridge for the nose.

Bold Retro library frame reinvented
with modern twist - funky sides. 

Black library frame. Flattening the
dip of the frame over the bridge
makes a stronger statement by
emphasising the eyebrow line.

Black library frame. Has a normal
dip over the nose bridge making it a
strong design, but without the extra
brow emphasis.

Lightweight library frame. Medium
brown mottle imitation tortoiseshell 

Lightweight library frame.
Traditionally in tortoiseshell, given a
modern twist of bold colours

WHEN it comes to dating, Chelmsford
men are some of the most generous in
the country according to a recent online
survey.

Willing to spend £171 on a first date,
Chelmsford men have been listed as the
seventh most generous city in the UK by
WhatsYourPrice.com, who ranked the
most generous cities in the UK
according to the average first-date offer.

London came in second with men
offering to pay up to £224 for a first date
and was only beaten by Lincoln whose
men were willing to pay £246 for a shot
at love.

The cheapest city in the UK was
Gloucester, whose men would only pay
£65 on a first date.

“The most generous cities are home
to the most sincere daters,” says
Brandon Wade, Founder and CEO of
WhatsYourPrice.com. “The more a
man invests in a first date, the more
likely he will not take the opportunity
for granted.

“When you put your money where
your heart is, there is absolutely nothing
to lose and everything to gain,” says
Brandon “Men in these major cities
realise that if there is chemistry, then the
generosity paid off. If not, then at least
she did not leave empty-handed.”

Do you know a
generous dater?
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HAVE you ever felt like
your wardrobe is bulging
at the seams, but you just
can’t find anything you
want to wear? Well,
according to a recent
survey, you’re not alone.

The average person in
the East of England has
admitted to owning at
least three items of
clothing that they’ve
never worn (some still
with the tags on), as well
as a further seven that

they’ve only worn once.
The survey conducted

by the British Heart
Foundation (BHF) also
discovered that almost
two fifths of people in the
East of England don’t
wear items they have
worn once or less as they
are too tight and estimate
that their unworn clothes
are worth £111.

Debbie Dixon, BHF
Regional Manager, says:
“BHF shops have the

perfect solution for the
items cluttering your
wardrobe this month -
the UK’s biggest stock
donation appeal, the
Great British Bag-athon.
We’d like to encourage
everyone to join in and
help us raise a million bags
of unwanted things to
raise vital funds for life-
saving research.”

Visit bhf.org.uk/bagat
hon for more details or
donate at a BHF shop.

Got a bulging wardrobe? Bag it up

Healing Touch
Pamper Evenings
(healingtouchessex.com)

From 6th September 2013 we will be
holding a Pamper Evening once a month
(4th Oct, 1st Nov, 6th Dec) to help raise

money for local little boy Blu Hill.
Blu has Cerebral Palsy. He is 4 years

old and unable to walk without
support. He has to undergo a 6 hour
operation by the end of the year and

will need intensive aftercare.
Please come and support us over the coming

months to help raise money towards Blu’s
orthotics, equipment and aftercare.

Treatments will include, amongst others:
Massages, Manicures & Pedicures, Facials,

Reflexology, Reiki, Rahanni, Crystal Healing,
Eyelash & Eyebrow Treatments, Tanning

Spiritual Products & Gifts will also include:
Candles, Crystals, Homemade Cakes, Jewellery,

Handbags, Accessories, Skincare Products, Teddy
Bears, Perfumes

Readings: Angel/Tarot, Psycometry & Psychic
Artistry by renowned Mediums

7pm to 9.30pm • Entry £2.00
Homestead Village Hall, Dunstable Road,

Stanford-le-Hope, Essex SS17 0QT
Tel 01708 403545


